How do humans become skillful social communicators? The road to expertise in social communication may begin simply, with visual preferences present during early infancy that prioritize important channels of social information, like faces and eyes [1] [2] [3] [4] .
If early socially relevant perceptual preferences play a role in typical social communicative development, these preferences may be atypical in clinical populations impaired in this domain such as individuals with ASD. Children and adults with ASD show decreased fixation on the eye region of faces relative to their typically developing peers [5] . This deficit in socially typical gaze, observable in some studies by 6 months of age [6] , is perhaps the most highly replicated phenomenon in the scientific literature on autism. The developmental origins and trajectory of atypical social gaze in autism, however, are unknown. A congenital-deficit hypothesis (e.g., [1, 5, 7] ) predicts that this characteristic decreased fixation on faces and eyes should be present from birth.
Recent research efforts have focused on atypical attention to social stimuli in early infancy as possible behavioral markers of ASD. Although ASD is not yet reliably diagnosed until toddlerhood, the higher prevalence of behaviors characteristic of ASD such as atypical social interest and engagement in high-risk later-born siblings (approximately 19% of whom are diagnosed with ASD [8] ) has allowed researchers to examine possible markers in the first year of life in these high-risk siblings (e.g., [4] ).
Jones and Klin [1] are the first to use the ''babysibs'' approach to measure social gaze densely from early infancy (2 months) to age of diagnosis (3 years). In an impressively designed and executed longitudinal study, Jones and Klin [1] report important new data about social visual preferences in early infancy that predict clinical outcomes of ASD at age 3 years. They show that a decline in fixation time to social stimuli -specifically a region of interest comprising the upper face including the eyes -between 2 and 6 months predicts clinical outcome with considerable accuracy (80-99%).
In contrast to the prevailing congenital-deficit hypothesis [5, 7] , Jones and Klin found that the well-known reduction of fixation time to eyes seen in children with ASD -a reduction of approximately 50% relative to typically developing (TD) peers at 2 years of age [1] -was not congenital. Instead, 2-month-old infants who were later diagnosed with ASD fixated the eye region of faces much more similarly to their TD peers than did older infants.
Jones and Klin's data shift us away from a simple deficit model of autism to one characterized by active processes of developmental change. A key next question is how to characterize these fundamentally developmental processes.
We suggest two possible scenarios of how autism manifests during infancy, inspired by Jones and Klin's paper. The key distinction between these accounts is whether infants begin life with a typical or an atypical pattern of social attention. We hope that laying out these alternatives will encourage further research on the developmental origins of perceptual preferences for social stimuli.
One possibility, highlighted by Jones and Klin in their paper, is that children who later develop autism begin life with visual preferences for faces in the 'normative range', but show rapid decline in eye fixations between 2 and 6 months. If these infants begin life with visual attention to faces 'initially intact', we have grounds to hope to keep these infants on the path to typical development. Such a 'decline' model of autism is an important and novel hypothesis that deserves replication and further study.
A second, more speculative possibility is that there may be a congenital difference in gaze behavior in infants who are later diagnosed with ASD, but in a direction opposite to that predicted by a deficit theory. The reported data ( Figure 1A versus B) suggest that the group developing ASD may begin life with greater than normal levels of looking to the eye region, broadly consistent with a 'socialimbalance' hypothesis. Face-related visual attention may have an optimal, adaptive level such that both hypo-and hyperattentive behaviors can derail typical development. Homeostasis is ubiquitous throughout biological systems with disrupted balance resulting in pathologies throughout the body (e.g., [9] ) and the central nervous system (e.g., [10] ). Conceiving of ASD as the triggering of allostatic processes (correction and, potentially, overcorrection) in response to homeostatic imbalance would suggest a different initial neural foundation [10] and starting point for treatment than would be predicted by a decline model. Additionally, a decline model is silent about whether very early behaviors can predict level of severity or affectedness on the autism spectrum. By contrast, in a social-imbalance account greater deviation from normative levels may predict greater levels of decline in eye looking and consequently greater severity of autism affectedness.
Improved treatment possibilities for autism depend on a better understanding of early neural foundations of social perception and, with these new data, Jones and Klin move us toward a better understanding. Although we now have reason to doubt a congenital-deficit model of autism, it will require additional study of even earlier stages of infancy to establish whether infants begin life with a typical or an atypical pattern of social attention and what mechanisms of developmental change can explain the declines seen across the first several months of life. Further research is necessary to establish whether this pattern also holds for females and for the broader population who develop ASD. In addition, extremely young infants pose significant technical challenges to the acquisition of high-quality eye-tracking data. Care is needed in interpreting and generalizing measurements from this population, especially where hypotheses predict fixation of specific features (eyes) that comprise a small portion of the region of interest specified. We hope that Jones and Klin's important and surprising data will inspire researchers to enrich the pool of measures made in the first months of life and to consider new viewpoints on the development of autism. 
